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How do drugs do their ‘magic’? 

Drug binds to the receptor 

Drug discovery/development paradigm (~2/3 of drugs) = 

a small organic molecule binding a protein receptor 

Protein receptor linked to disease 

Drug discovery process =  

i) linking a disease with a protein and ii) finding small molecule effectors 



How do we get started to discover new drugs? 

screening 1 drug candidate: $10 to $20  

Chemical databases out there : up to 80M molecules 

 

Virtual screening : 

Virtual in vitro binding assays 

Identify molecules that are likely to bind a given protein  

(in vitro binding assay) 
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The docking calculations involve: 

 

1) Translate the chemical information into physical parameters (atomic 

coordinates, physico-chemical properties…) 

2) Calculate the interaction potential/free energy (a la MD, but more 

parametrized) 

3) Rank the compounds & output energies & structures 

Virtual docking of chemicals in proteins: 
identify molecules that may bind in a protein 

We use the AutodockVina engine (A. Olson, Scripps, open source, well validated) 



Beyond single-protein screening 

 
Single protein docking = molecular discovery 

 
What we are aiming for: screening of 

massive databases of chemicals against a 

large number of proteins 

 

because that’s what the industry need!! 

 



early stage lab, “discovery” 

late stage human testing, “development” 

Why do drugs fail? (after >10 years and 

>$1B) 



Why do drugs fail? (after >10 years 

and >$1B) 

Drug can bind protein of 

interest… 

…but also 

other proteins 

Because they bind to many proteins: SPECIFICITY & TOXICITY 

We  use HPC to identify ligands that will bind to several proteins: 

From virtual in vitro to virtual cell-based assays 



Occasionally. binding to multiple proteins can also  be 

desirable 

Drug currently on the 

market for this… 

…. could end up  

being prescribed 

for that (new IP) 

repurposing 



Multiple protein docking: 
a combinatorial chemical problem 

Millions of protein/drug candidate pairs to perform calculations on: 

We need HPC! 



 Drug Discovery with 

Supercomputing 

Supercomputers: we have’em! 

Kraken (#1 academic) ~100,000 cores  >1 Pflops 

 

Titan, 300,000 cores ++ ~19,000 GPUs, ~20 Pflops 

 

Titan: docking 100K compounds, 100 protein snapshots   from ~38 years ->  ~1 hour 
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“Piling up” processors (cores) is not enough 

Using a big computer and “throwing” docking jobs at it is terribly inefficient 

The efficacy of virtual screening on parallel computers plateaus quickly 
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…..  bottleneck 

bottleneck 

Low # of compounds to dock High # of compounds to dock 

“big data” 

data traffic jams… 

“Piling up” processors (cores) is not enough 



What’s the solution? 
(Collignon, et al.,  J. Comp. Chem., 2011) 

+ 
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High # of compounds to dock 

MPI (Message Passing Interface)  

parallelization: 

 

Communication between “master” and 

“workers” and timing of task orders: 

one MPI process distributes n-1 MPI 

processes 

 

“master” 

“children” 

#of cores 
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(Collignon, et al.,  J. Comp. Chem., 2011) 



“workers-only” scheme: passing the 214  cores glass ceiling with 

multiple protein targets  

Of particular importance in this development: efficient handling of multiple proteins 

“VinaMPI: Facilitating Multiple Receptor High-Throughput Virtual Docking on High-Performance Computers”, Ellingson et al;. J. Comput. Chem. 

2013 

Ligand complexity 

& multiple proteins 



Workers only (Ellingson et al., 2013) 

2013: We know how to 

take care of that ! 

(task:core ratio) 

 

The more the # of 

chemicals to screen, 

the more efficient 

the process 

becomes. 

We’re scaling up on 

~1/2of Titan 
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516 

2008: 
Results: scaling on ~85% of Kraken 



 Previously:                  1 protein   104 ligands                ~ days 
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Number of cores 

   Currently:              250 million docking events  1 day 

  = 1million small chemical screened against 250 proteins / day 

 

“workers-only” scheme: breaking the 216  cores ceiling with 

multiple protein targets  

100K ligands / 4 proteins 

Continuing technological developments by using GPUs, 1 order of magnitude 

improvement in speed. 



We have an efficient technology 

to discover new drug candidates 

 

But discovering new drug candidates 

is a small fraction of  data misery to 

come 

 

 

 

Big Data issues 



Big Data Challenges 

• Docking of 2M compounds ~0.2 TB of compressed, unstructured data: already 

a pb to to communicate quickly to our collaborators (security, file size 

restrictions, time of shuffling files around) 

 

• 80 M chemicals screened in 1protein: 3.5 TB of compressed, unstructured 

data.  

• 70K protein structures: ~0.25 EB 

• Using Molecular Dynamics to generate structural snapshots of proteins: > 2EB 

 

We need to go on a data diet, we need to make sure we only produce and store 

what we need to mine down the road.  

But what is it that we need to mine? Different ‘customers’ have different requests 

(energy, structure in xyz coordinates, structures in chemical symbolism…) 

 

The existing technology has not been too concerned with data so far  

 

But going for multiple protein docking gets insane quickly: 



Big Data: translate the data for our 

collaborators 

Visualization is important to interact with collaborators 

top 0.1% of 80M compounds = 80K figures like this one 



Conclusions 

Virtual assays: moving away form simulating a test 

tube toward simulating a patient, (tomorrow a 

population)  

• We have the hardware 

• We have the software 

 

• We will be facing important qualitative & 

quantitative data issue: data infrastructures a 

pillar of exascale computing 
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